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The student still focused his thesis on learning and analysing theoretical and practical aspects of business planning in the field 
of catering and leisure. There are still some shortcomings in the logical structure and formatting (unreasonably big spaces 
between a heading and former paragraph, pictures and tables without any title and source, tables in appendix cannot be read).  
The student still describes theory in the practical part instead of in the theoretical part (Business model canvas and Lean 
canvas, PEST analysis). The list of references consists also resources that has not been cited anywhere in the text of the thesis. 
Even in this work the student does not mention conducting any survey to support his market analysis, and he bases his 
estimations only on statistical data. There is still missing any table in the competitive analysis that would clearly display the 
advantages and disadvantages the main competitors according to his planned business. Student added balance sheet to the 
financial plan. Still there are calculations missing showing what does each number consist of, and why is it so high or low. The 
student prepared three scenarios for profit and loss account, and all three of them are within the chapter. The student added 
plan of cash flow in three scenarios as well, only the table cannot be read properly und incomprehensibly one scenario is in the 
chapter and the rest is in Appendix. The student at least added some break-even analysis saying how many units he must sell 
daily to cover his costs. I would expect much more effort to improve this thesis.
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